Can Arboreal Knotwork Help Blackburn
out of Frege’s Abyss?
Boyd Spahr

1.
Ski napkins pierced with stay alive and of course.
Bedrolls, no car on ear. She was the naked girl,
stuff’s clean, I’m real, and we would just burst:
could be run irrefutable, in the sun make acres of
me which is studded with antenna elements.

2.
Chance of personal pride and that we were able A) to
loan, B) the message was go has dominated us.
And some wives were painting, excursion was a
dollar volume or are good at being deans.
The first yard, second, a seismic Nicaragua.
Headaches are only partially through the Mormon webs
and the theory of it is kelly style—you know, a
baseball is a slow process of the American rocket—
you never heard the word of ripples, and one might.

3.
I will never be afraid bringing to justice the
roar that re-echoes down the magnetic creatures tossing
in a spirit of persecution or a fanatical little body of
ideas and unexpected orgies: hair standing on end, and
I remember Jody saying time didn’t count as time unless
him to go on a picnic. Animal to a wired-in spa,
picture of my blood dash. Scenes of roping and bra,
he shafts who was once a sentence with great equations.

4.
Zeal of my followers, of discovering a drug to
“For Whom the Bells Toll” about being the deputy.
Was facing a toy bird. The shots of a tabloid. What
was hollering up at him, his obsession how to operate a
Japanese Use Lithium Cemetery. No martial porn
cemetery. While manacled 000 for doing nothing at
French ones; and how few how solemn and clumsy they
“confer,” as they say in that spawning-place of
Southern horror full of “with the lonely word,”
and friendly—not gaudy—both of whom did time in
chamber of commerce; my beautiful red vinyl, that
light should prevail and networks and stuff like
little speech of thanks. A respect sociologist.

5.
Re my pals, the people I people like that. Ms. La
had contact with that hemp you framed and always
because they were smarter the older girls for lead.
And then he said, “Twins and they were supportive
as is this extraordinary π a European, um, habit.”
The rest of us, you know, we tood in the wadi. And you
were in hardware, not one Knute Rockne and admired
Mary, and also she spoil her people would normally walk.

6.
Hypnotizing Buck to take out of bankruptcy. And the
carrying a torch, and yo! we hauled down rugs and
sported with delight. And he takes the lid off the
capability in those days, to that sick white man,
gimmick on a camera or a treatment to such and such.

7.
Their children was being you, Sparks. But too man
fuck this jealousy. She was to him? Or how can he be
anybody if you were so? I figure out some way to
have the crew take him about what he’s done.
And they made a Siberian know in Arabic, they call it
it was different, APPLE to move out of the hotel.
Most of it was inspirin’ Jew. Right away she, she—
that is no very astute about that. No drugs, nothin’.
And didn’t have any prob. But almost every device
and did have, and having go all efficient stenograph.

8.
It was like a dream. One that circulates with
right. The secret of his beings suffer more from
the disease than this wholly lovable but uninformed
August, and now are more than 2,000 attorneys’ fees.
Though there were noises—lady embalmer or life in
Crystal City. You, Don, challenge a dilutionary.
Anyway, it got killed or the big news was still.
And she lived well down and made it unsuccess.

9.
Now, I believe—someone my people could live up
out of dangerous places, alcoholic Boy Scouts as in the
private meteorology ads. We had that rash of
the tarmac flushed with lively arguments on two
high-speed check sorters: I could quote the late
Mini-Mall, “has never been.” And she lives in a love.
You see agriculture as a begging, you should take.
Want to pay for tangible stars to term our
trip from that one angle. That’s what I think is a
made for a happy tow or failure, but it’s the
end, but you had been to Mustafa and Caroline.

10.
Thick clouds of some very romantic stuff
and “Get out of the sod.” Our issue in Dallas is
the continuity of people; the water where a famous
cable operator, I think, nibbled at the grass and
flight of crows contributed atmosphere by howling, he
and his warm, close partners in the bracelet of boom days
until
you know, but no. So a Man has made me a sorry
home all but a few hardy spirits lift so on rainy days.
And I’d get in there about his earlobes, as I made him that
much more
of a conscientious person who’s enough, if flown with an ego.

11.
And without me saying O they created this very

expensive —— to get them after the fracas at the
press maze. That was as true as air, from the very first of
giants,
under the real brink of uncertainties, down to a
tremendous reputation for break to prove or disprove.
Plenty of lemon pie. And I will love them, they are
ignorance and karma, one and both, they burn to adjudicate.
Little names of years again, with a bow and everything.

12.
O then when it became leery anthropologist, a force.
If you carry within that beachhead here, had they
litigation practice, he for the alkaline batter,
like, Joanne and Eddie losing both Ed and Judy,
O make it function to be, O know that they’ve been.

13.
Sing foam & the lash of places and it means you,
they, were partly lumber—oath campaign, in a sense.
And so mysterious. I was Rio itself. I was a pretty
quality or something like flowers, always so strange
in robes. You had all these rights to claim, to claim them.
Someone is calling you, it was a really fun thought,
X-ray or whatever it is, mirror over my shoulder,
naked white arches of saint, the appalled child. It is
the tricks played upon a tense and yet so ringing
shadow going caterpillar-fashion over the ground on a ramp
and moral—just like the game party Saturday night.

14.
That just sticks my house. Or city sexuality, in order.
And enormous crowds gather; mostly trees and thinking,
they present the trophy. “They expected me to tune
the clean cut of strong.” An awareness that’s going,
a cone of salts around that, any ill conditions on leaving,
a master agreement, and a body of loving where I
can always reach out to the cohesive ends, annealing.

15.
Sexors, the instrument experience, that blatant
life of a goldfish, but this type forms a vast
chance, no computer classes, with each flower! Sometimes
my mother and I shook hands, I ask her, Vatsma, can I
& up to date hugs? Rides and fortune and money, a
modern Venus and became a golf tournament to raise
I have a film. Overnight from writing wills and a
guess is, I swam agape but of antiseptic fame.

16.
He never knows what world ever brought you! Yours,
then there was a railway cost in the magnitude and
detraction and scurrility; come and give pleasure.
Or condescend to perpetrate few algebra. But the only
visual ray, the ethereal in department stores: and
of the absolute darkness, Phit disease, having go
as anchors are, but it was personality to waste.
Maximum point of clarity, and sleep. I say “alleged” because
a Vogue model just quit. And all your malls has oratorical
Russian songs, too divine & Chinese vases and bowls.

17.
A combination backbone, crew soul, all waterlogged,
and it screws up your view, reason you put your foot down;
play ball or play whatever, and she was sort of into
me about his being my place in heaven for system.
They had clean thoughts, as a serpent and as harm,
enough to fondle changes, a car was running away,
and all kinds of aspirin. Make a great many cute offers.

18.
Or a brother—or a sister. I really catalog from that.
He’s wonderful. She’s my reporter saying “you had.”
Was waiting table in my idea of an atoll. It was
truth and not objectivity: he embraced them. He and
the little bit on cleaning grass seed will drive it;
she pinned her black silk refuse to take shelter in a
school on the top floor, we were only, only people.
Anne Sexton. And she had and modesty are scandalized.

19.
You kicking and kicking me to start on you. Here
the dope and the purple, bright, charismatic, feline,
we had to buck that! Because he was like in a stupor,
and children, little inkwells, the grain of not only purpose,
with cruel success again by an ever more rarified
philosophy of involvement; she’s going to be the franchise.
Out of able-bodied hotel, the strategy at one polite
cynical reality that wouldn’t soon turn green after rubbing
against some eyeless stuffed dogs. Stuff is going to get big.

20.
Kind of rolled with the Ping Pong, hitting thanks,
as though my senses were at this Gap and fell over,
flash! Night in one, it gave us ————————.
Height above the marble, my beloved! Tell me how
to think of that everlasting round of good times with
numbness creeping over me, or I’m going to stand off,
rumble, bump, whir, whir, only to have the young
here on the streets of the concentric city all very precise.

21.
Well. it’s a hundred do. Real cute. And Darrell had a
—— with this person and the e-wave of anxiety on giving,
swept the thought of you, and was there to smoke,
but we only went to the shade; while the yet in
far-away distance by the butterfly wings grows. I get clearer
views of
lithographs to copy, which I thought a whole lot of.
And more smiling; Juan sees apples and golden horses.

22.
It was OK, typeover or honest the man of distinction;
China; what was the key outside money. Were you
here, he was not, a pain story was deicing, and through
and swam the channel, that where you led it and
I forget. The epitome of evening; he even did the dowager
of them. Night harasser, she went to Italy, sang
passenger operations, turned back at horizon street.

23.
Was my second strongest whole individual and a good
jojo for words. Partly it’s had twenty percent of it,
for me as a reporter and she was quite a tough act...
Didn’t have any Japanese ALL these years. And all the
more in the eyes of fuck this bed. And then she
sees an eagle soaring low because you felt they were
respect, whether rigged or not the really great professions.

24.
Dinner itself was not rude (I started writing kind).
Can turn it over to your stalling brother? Anyway,
not only proposing, but done in about October.
Has many falters. Everyone knows the kennel hovered,
and the color, and as sailors have a habit
of firecrackers in times of later, Perky and I made
about their devoted baby-baby boy, irreducible.

25.
And our money got freed. Strange names for a milk name.
And the concrete is dirt, tread team on the other,
a crazy place, it was all silk, it’s about cards, I don’t mind.
What gauge would you pray in? How dice move you in life.
Still spattered on a damage, and your thinking process,
but in a cozy file. Enough and delicate enough.

26.
Skid at it in the sun. We puffed and worked hard,
warp millions, implement balance, they had records.
Full of iodine and lake, red, clear violet, frosty white,
jelly in each depression. Designed these multi-use
prototypes for an indoor ninety days and they gave
shyly over it all evening. My mother was skin.

27.
Put tacks on soles and threw him down a languid
part on the mandolin, his mechanical capability in
with the rest of Nature, embryonic, but why not
the closeness of the real then. It was more center
is wonderful and the process for a big outcome guy.

28.
Letters to me about the fire beg, a decadence because
seem to be dissolving in the dark about the eyes,
& flesh of the walls she deciphers to photograph any.

29.
People have to tax an effect, turpentine out of each,
had dictated to me in entire, had led me to buy buses.
The law is governed by grace, you or the economy, the holy.
Which is kind of catching, and at heart were civilian.

30.
Was sponge-like anyway, was like as a person: HA.
And only a Russian knows, & man can he laugh cute,
infrared man. Everybody was friendly, and in ads.

31.
I can lay my hand on this, to hand out money in those
value systems that go along with so much debunking about
Hume.

32.
Man can do everything in the bottle caps, puro trafico,
violent person is him: got around and they were
a publicity-seeking mom, but it was taken pretty,
by the sun, that nothing. Kind devil, deliver me.
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